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Abstract

Any phonological contrast is distinguished by multiple covary-
ing cues. The role and nature of the cue covariation have been
much debated in the literature, identifying the physiological link
in production, perceptual integration, and enhancement as the
key factors in play. In this study, we test whether the enhance-
ment role of covarying cues are influenced by yet another factor:
the interaction between cues at multiple layers of phonological
structure. We hypothesize that further enhancement of the cue
covariations occurs in contexts where acoustic cues are in com-
petition for phonological contrasts at multiple prosodic levels.
To test this, we investigate the enhancement role of the covari-
ation relationship between F0 and spectral cues in Mandarin
and Thai tones in different phrasal positions. Exploratory and
multidimensional-scaling analyses suggest that in Mandarin,
the phrase-final weakening of F0 cues are compensated by en-
hancing the spectral cues, while in Thai, tonal category-specific
enhancement is observed at all phrasal positions. The context-
and category- specific enhancement of covarying cues suggests
that the language’s phonological structure plays an important
role in the fine-tuning of cue covariations.
Index Terms: tones, enhancement, Mandarin, Thai

1. Introduction
Any phonological contrast involves more than one acoustic di-
mensions. Most notably, the stop voicing contrast in English
is distinguished by at least 16 different acoustic cues [1]. The
contribution of each cue to the distinction between phonolog-
ical categories varies, but many studies have shown that the
covarying cues are indeed linguistically useful in maintaining
phonological contrasts. For instance, the voicing contrast in En-
glish is primarily distinguished by the voice onset time (VOT),
yet the voicing perception can be influenced by other covarying
cues, such as the first formant (F1) frequency [2, 3] and transi-
tion duration [4], and F0 [5] of the following vowel. Another
example of linguistically useful cue covariation is the one be-
tween F0 and voice quality, found especially in tonal languages
where phonation cues influence the tonal recognition regardless
of whether the primary cue, F0, is neutralized (Mandarin: [6])
or present (Mandarin: [7]; Cantonese: [8]), but also more gen-
erally in the pitch perception in speech [9].

The role and source of these covarying cues have been hotly
debated, yet decades of research has not reached a consensus on
the explanation as to how and why cues covary. At one end, it
has been proposed that cue covariation is an accidental acoustic
consequence of the articulatory gestures associated with distinc-
tive features (see [10] for a review). For example, F0 perturba-
tions during consonant voicing is related to the aerodynamics of
consonant phonation, influencing the tension in the cricothyroid
muscles [11, 12]. Similarly, voice quality covaries with F0 be-
cause non-modal phonation can be driven by extreme F0 targets
within a speaker’s F0 range [13], as stiffer vocal folds during

the production of higher F0 targets cause tenser phonation [14].
However, others have argued that the physiological account is
insufficient to explain all cue covariation patterns, such as the
cue shifting phenomena between covarying cues (e.g. tonogen-
esis in Korean [15]) and the cross-linguistic differences in the
realization of cue covariations. At the other end, versions of
the Enhancement theory were put forward as alternative expla-
nations for cue covariations [16, 17]. Under this view, the role
of cue covariations is to enhance phonological contrasts, either
by introducing additional acoustic attributes to the contrast, or
by enhancing perceptually integral auditory dimensions [18].
Crucially, the Enhancement theoretic explanation of cue covari-
ations predicts that cue covariations are language-specifically
driven to enhance phonological contrasts, in comparison with
the previous view that cue covariations are universally driven
by physiological links.

1.1. The current study

In this paper, in addition to testing whether cue covariations
serve the role of language-specific enhancement, we further in-
vestigate how a language’s phonological structure influences
the cue covariations and their enhancement roles. If the pur-
pose of cue covariations is phonological contrast enhancement,
one can predict that in contexts where the contrasts are weaker
in one acoustic dimension, the available covarying cue dimen-
sion should take a more important role in distinguishing the
categories. We hypothesize that the fine-tuning of the cue co-
variation enhancement will depend on the interaction between
phonological categories and prosodic levels.

One suitable test case for language- and context- specific
enhancement role of cue covariations is the tonal realization
of Mandarin and Thai in different phrasal positions. Both lan-
guages have been traditionally described to have tones that are
primarily distinguished by the F0 cues. The robustness [19] and
usefulness (e.g. [20, 7]) of covarying voice quality cues such as
spectral tilt, noise, and creaky phonation have been reported for
Mandarin; however, little is known about whether Thai tones
also exhibit systematic and useful voice quality cues.

Compared to the Mandarin tonal system, which has four
tones (T1, high level; T2, mid-rising; T3, low-dipping; and T4,
falling) primarily distinguished by F0 height and contour, the
tonal system in Thai has more complex realizations and restric-
tions based on the syllable structures and phrasal positions. The
static high tone is realized with a gradual rising contour, while
the mid and low tones have gradual falls towards the end of the
syllable [21, 22]. The falling tone rises to its highest point early
and falls steeply, and the rising tone falls to the lowest point and
then rises. Furthermore, syllables with short vowels closed by
obstruent codas can only bear high and low tones, and sylla-
bles with long vowels closed by obstruent codas can only bear
low and falling tones [21, 22]. On top of coda restrictions, it
has been found that syllables with unaspirated obstruents in the
onset also cannot bear high or rising tones [23].
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The two tonal languages also importantly differ in their
phrasal prosodies: the phrase-final position is subject to fi-
nal weakening in Mandarin [24] and steep F0 declination [25],
while in Thai, the phrase-final position is a phrasal stress posi-
tion where full F0 contours of the tones can surface [26]. Conse-
quently, if the enhancement role of cue covariation is language-
and context- specific, we expect to observe a context-specific
enhancement of covarying cues to compensate for the phrase-
final weakening in Mandarin, but not in Thai. In this study,
we explore the language- and position- specific enhancement
roles of cue covariations in these two languages, to better un-
derstand how the language’s phonological structure influences
the covariation relationship between cues.

2. Methods
2.1. Data

We used the Mandarin [27] and Thai [28] collections from the
Global TIMIT project. The present study is based on 3000 utter-
ances from each corpus, produced by 50 Mandarin and 50 Thai
speakers. Both corpora were phonetically segmented using an
HMM/GMM-based forced alignment system [29].

For every syllable, F0 (STRAIGHT; [30]), Harmonics-to-
Noise ratio (HNR), Cepstral Peak Prominence (CPP), and spec-
tral tilt measures via relative amplitude differences of the lower
and higher harmonics (H1*-H2*, H2*-H4*, H1*-A1*, H1*-
A2*, H1*-A3*, H4*-H2K*, H2K*-H5K*, corrected for the in-
fluence of formant frequencies and bandwidths on the harmon-
ics; [31]) were measured from 10 equidistant subsegments from
the sonorant portion of each syllable, using VoiceSauce [32].
Tokens with F0 tracking errors (exhibiting standard deviation
greater than 4) or with duration shorter than 50 milliseconds
were removed. Furthermore, Mandarin tone sandhi tokens were
removed. All extracted measures were normalized by speaker,
using min-max normalization to scale values between 0 and 1.

Using the transcriptions and pauses as a proxy for phrasal
boundaries, each token was coded for its position in the
Intonation-Phrase (IP), as phrase- initial, medial, or final.

2.2. Analysis

2.2.1. Contour plots

The time-normalized contours of F0 and spectral cues were
plotted at each phrasal positions, for both languages (Figures 1
and 2). Due to the limitation of space, we present contour plots
of F0 and only two of the spectral cues, H1*-H2*, a measure of
spectral tilt which has been shown to be related to the open quo-
tient [33] and CPP, a spectral aperiodicity measure. For F0 and
H1*-H2*, the normalized range of the cues were calculated by
subtracting the minimum from the maximum normalized values
within the 10 subsegments of the tokens. For CPP, the range
was calculated from the two middle subsegments (5 and 6) of
the tokens, to exclude the low tails at the beginnings and ends.

2.2.2. Multidimensional Scaling (MDS)

To visualize the multidimensional and highly correlated acous-
tic space of the tones into a more interpretable low-dimensional
ordination space, non-metric MDS was performed on three sets
of cues: (i) F0 cues, (ii) spectral tilt and noise cues (H1*-H2*,
H2*-H4*, H1*-A1*, H1*-A2*, H1*-A3*, H4*-2K*, 2K*-5K*,
CPP, HNR), and (iii) both F0 and spectral cues (Figures 3 and
4). Non-metric MDS was used to calculate the dissimilarity
of the categories in each phrasal position, using the metaMDS

function [34] in R, version 3.5.1 [35]. MDS failed to converge
when pairwise distance matrices were calculated using all to-
kens. To prevent convergence failure, the cue sets were aver-
aged for every tonal category in each phrasal position.

To further quantify the overall dispersion of the tones in
each phrasal position and language, the average pairwise Eu-
clidean distances (d) among tones were calculated for each
MDS plot.

3. Results
3.1. Contour Plots

The contour plots of F0, H1*-H2*, and CPP of Mandarin tones
are shown in Figure 1 and Thai tones in Figure 2.

Figure 1: F0 (top panel), H1*-H2* (middle panel), and CPP
(bottom panel) contour plots of Mandarin tones. Phrasal posi-
tions are faceted vertically (left: initial; center: medial; right:
final).

The four tones of Mandarin had the most distinct F0 con-
tours and the widest normalized F0 ranges (range: 0.52) in
phrase-initial positions. In phrase-medial positions, the tones
were distinguished in a smaller F0 range (0.40) but with con-
tours as distinct as those in phrase-initial positions. However,
in phrase-final positions, the overall F0 range was the small-
est (0.34) and lowest, and the tonal contour distinction between
Tones 2 and 3 was particularly weak.

In contrast, phrase-initially, H1*-H2* only had a two-way
distinction between higher (T1 and T4) and lower (T2 and T3)
tones, and CPP only distinguished T1 from the other tones.
Phrase-medially, the tones were distinguished in larger H1*-
H2* and CPP ranges (range of H1*-H2*: 0.19; range of CPP:
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0.20) than they were in phrase-initial positions (range of H1*-
H2*: 0.15; range of CPP: 0.17). The contours of H1*-H2*
and CPP were also more distinct phrase-medially (four-way in
H1*-H2* and three-way in CPP) than initially. Furthermore, the
largest cue ranges and the most distinct tonal contours of H1*-
H2* and CPP were observed in phrase-final positions (range of
H1*-H2*: 0.24; range of CPP: 0.26).

Figure 2: F0 (top panel), H1*-H2* (middle panel), and CPP
(bottom panel) contour plots of Thai tones. Phrasal positions
were faceted vertically (left: initial; center: medial; right: fi-
nal).

In Thai, the range of the cues did not vary as much by
phrasal position as it did in Mandarin (F0 range at initial: 0.54,
medial: 0.52, final: 0.49; H1*-H2* range at initial: 0.28, me-
dial: 0.23, final: 0.23; CPP range at initial: 0.15, medial: 0.19,
final: 0.19). In phrase-initial and medial positions, the five tones
were distinguished more by F0 height than by F0 shape. The
falling tone was the highest in F0, which was followed by the
high tone, and then by the gradually falling mid and low tones.
The only tone that was distinct in terms of F0 contour was the
rising tone. In phrase-final positions, the citation F0 contour of
the tones largely surfaced, though mid and low tones were over-
lapping. On the other hand, the values and contours of the spec-
tral cues (H1*-H2* and CPP) clearly distinguished between the
low and the mid tones, regardless of the phrasal positions. Fur-
thermore, the rising tone was also distinct from the other tones
in its low-rising H1*-H2* contour and low CPP range. Overall,
spectral cues did not exhibit enhancement specific to phrasal po-
sitions, but contributed to increasing the five-way tonal contrast
in all positions.

3.2. Multidimensional Scaling (MDS)

The results of the contour plots were cross-verified by the MDS
results. The scaled dimensions their F0 (top panels), spectral
(middle panels), and combined (bottom panels) cue spaces for
Mandarin and Thai tones are shown in Figures 3 and 4, respec-
tively. For each MDS plot in each phrasal position and cue set,
two dimensions (K = 2) were sufficient to obtain a good fit of
the data (stress < 0.1)

Figure 3: Non-metric MDS on averages of cues in tonal cate-
gories in Mandarin. Phrasal positions were faceted vertically
(left: initial; center: medial; right: final), and cue sets were
faceted horizontally (top: F0 cues; middle: spectral cues; bot-
tom: both F0 and spectral cues).

In Mandarin (Figure 3), the four tones were well-separated
by just F0 in phrasal-initial (average pairwise distance: d =
0.50) or medial positions (d = 0.41), but tones 2 and 3 were
less distinguished in phrase-final positions, resulting in a lower
average pairwise distance (d = 0.29). In contrast, spectral
cues achieved a worse separation in phrase-initial positions
(d = 0.28) and phrase-medial positions (d = 0.31) than in
phrase-final positions (d = 0.38). In particular, the reduced
tonal space in the F0 cue space in phrase-final positions was
compensated by the enlarged spectral cue space, especially for
tones 2 and 3. When both F0 and spectral cues were used, all
four tones were well-separated in all phrasal positions (initial:
d = 0.57, medial: d = 0.52, final: d = 0.48).

In Thai (Figure 4), a different pattern was observed. The
dispersion of the tonal categories in the F0 tonal spaces de-
creased over the course of the utterance, with no clear position-
specific contrast enhancement (initial: d = 0.45, medial: d =
0.43, final: d = 0.36), spectral (initial: d = 0.33, medial:
d = 0.33, final: d = 0.32), and combined (initial: d = 0.56,
medial: d = 0.54, final: d = 0.46). Instead, a more tonal
category-specific contrast enhancement was observed for Thai.
The falling tone (F) was clearly distinct from all tones in all
positions in the F0 space, but mid (M), low (L), and rising (R)
tones were less dispersed phrase- initially or medially. While
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Figure 4: Non-metric MDS on averages of cues in tonal cate-
gories in Thai. Phrasal positions were faceted vertically (left:
initial; center: medial; right: final), and cue sets were faceted
horizontally (top: F0 cues; middle: spectral cues; bottom: both
F0 and spectral cues).

spectral cues were not sufficient to distinguish all five tones of
Thai; the three tones (mid, low, and rising) that were not clearly
distinguished by the F0 cues were the most dispersed tones in
the spectral cue space. Consequently, just like Mandarin, com-
bining both F0 and spectral cues achieved in a better five-way
tonal contrast than using only F0 or only spectral cues in all
phrasal positions.

4. Discussion
Visual inspections of the contour plots and the MDS tonal
spaces of Mandarin and Thai suggested that manifesting max-
imal tonal contrasts involved language- and position- specific
enhancement through the covarying cues. In both Mandarin and
Thai, using a combination of both F0 and spectral cues resulted
in maximal dispersion of the tones. In Mandarin, the covarying
spectral cues served particularly useful in manifesting the tonal
contrast in phrase-final weakening positions, where the range
and contrastivity of the F0 cues were most reduced. In compar-
ison, the spectral cues in Thai category-specifically enhanced
the tonal contrast of the lower tones (low, mid, and rising)
in the spectral space, but this tone-specific enhancement was
generally unaffected by phrasal positions. This tonal category-
specific enhancement can be partially attributed to the relation-
ship between tones and syllable structures in Thai. In partic-
ular, obstruent onsets and codas, which can affect the spectral
voice quality cues, limit the tonal types that can surface to tones
with a low F0 target [21, 22, 23, 36]. In short, despite their
physiologically-natural covariation with F0 [14], spectral cues
varied in their roles and usefulness in contrasting tones in the
two languages examined, depending on the languages’ phono-
logical structures.

More generally, results suggest that while we cannot rule

out the hypothesis that cue covariations are initiated by the
physiological links, the language’s phonological and prosodic
structures determine the contrast enhancement role of the co-
varying cues. Furthermore, the enhancement role of the covary-
ing cues is particularly more important in contexts where the
primary cue is jeopardized or weaker, such as in the phrase-
final weakening of Mandarin. This pattern resembles a cue
trading relationship [37], where a decrease in the contrastivity
of one cue can be compensated by increasing the contrastiv-
ity of another cue. Such cue-trading relationship elucidates the
tight integration of covarying cues in phonological contrasts to
maintain maximal contrasts, in a multidimensional and covary-
ing acoustic space where multiple levels and categories are si-
multaneously distinguished.

While the tonal category-specific cue covariation enhance-
ment in Thai and position-specific enhancement in Mandarin
should be verified by perception studies, the results of the
present study highlight the role of phonological structure in the
shaping of the cue-category mapping. By unveiling the source
and nature of the cue covariation, the study contributes a fuller
understanding of the organization of the cue space in distin-
guishing the phonological categories, at multiple prosodic lev-
els.

5. Conclusion
The covariation relationship between F0 and spectral cues in
the realization of the tonal contrasts in Mandarin and Thai was
examined. In particular, we looked for category- and position-
specific enhancement of the cue covariations, to test how the
language’s phonological structure shapes the covariation re-
lationship between cues. Exploratory and multidimensional-
scaling analyses revealed that spectral cues, the covarying cues
of F0, serve a position-specific enhancement role in Mandarin,
and a category-specific enhancement role in Thai. In conclu-
sion, cue covariations and their contrast enhancement roles are
fine-tuned by the phonological and prosodic structures of the
languages.
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